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Intelligent Design leaders promote a
naturalistic epistemology1
Michael H. Warren
In part 1, I show that Intelligent Design (ID) movement leaders promote a naturalistic worldview in two ways. First, they
claim that ID is compatible with atheism because the designer of life on earth could be a finite designer, like a space alien
in a world without God, which concedes the reasonableness of the naturalistic worldview that the universe is ultimately
determined by matter rather than a Mind. Second, they promote a definition of science and an empiricist view of knowledge
that exclude the authority of divine revelation, thus conceding that science and knowledge can be explained without God.
But, I then briefly explain, the secular empiricist view of knowledge has been a failure. In part 2, I argue that science is
dependent on God and His revelation, not a supposedly theologically neutral scientific methodology. Despite his claim
that ID is compatible with atheism, I show how ID leader William Dembski’s view of complex specified information is
comparable to and only consistent with an intelligent Creator who is the source of human knowledge and the unity and
diversity of the world.

Part 1—the finite gods and failed epistemology of
Paley and the modern ID movement

W

illiam Paley famously opens his book Natural
Theology by describing a man walking across a
heath. Coming across a watch on the ground, he sees that
it has a complicated mechanism and concludes that it must
have had a designer.2 The watch is the star of this opening
scene but there is another character that should not be
overlooked. Paley argues that the watch is designed by
contrasting it with a stone he stubbed his toe on prior to
finding the watch. He says about the stone: “for anything
I knew to the contrary it had lain there for ever”.3 The
implication of Paley’s story is that the stone does not bear
evidence of being created by an intelligent designer. Yet any
Christian must affirm that God made the stone. It did not
eternally lie there without a maker. To limit God’s activity
to the complicated aspects of creation, reflective of God’s
wisdom though they are, denies the sovereign Creator of all
things taught in the Bible. Paley’s design argument, at least
without augmentation of some kind, gives us a finite god, a
creator of only part of our world. And with a finite god we
get a naturalistic worldview because the impersonal forces of
matter have an existence and nature that is self-determined
and self-explanatory, rather than having their existence and
meaning given by the limited creator (or by a sovereign
Creator either). The man walking across the field should
infer design by some intelligent designer in the watch, but
he should also see that the stone was made by an intelligent
designer because knowledge of any fact is possible only
because all facts in the universe are created by a sovereign
God, as I will explain more fully below.

Belief in finite gods undermines the scientific enterprise.
Whether we are talking about one finite god or many of
them, as we find in the polytheism of ancient mythology,
matter’s existence and nature is independent of those gods;
therefore, Nancy Pearcey’s remarks about polytheism are
appropriate here:
“… finite gods do not create the universe. Indeed,
the universe creates them. … in a polytheistic world
view, the universe itself is not the creation of a rational
Mind, and is therefore not thought to have a rational
order … . And if you do not expect to find rational
laws, you will not even look for them, and science will
not get off the ground.” 4
Seeing matter as independent of a rational mind as its
creator undermines that which served as the basis of the rise
of science in the West. In a famous statement, Alfred North
Whitehead argues that the Christian idea of a rational God’s
creation and control of the universe provided the foundation
for the rise of science in the West. He says:
“The inexpugnable belief that every detailed
occurrence can be correlated with its antecedents
in a perfectly definite manner … must come from
the medieval insistence on the rationality of God …
. My explanation is that the faith in the possibility of
science, generated antecedently to the development of
modern scientific theory, is an unconscious derivative
from medieval theology.” 5
Similarly, Thomas Torrence points out how the Christian
belief in God’s creation and control of all things provided a
basis for the thorough rationality of the material world, and
therefore for the rise of empirical science, that was lacking
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in the dualistic views of ancient Greek philosophy and other
ancient religions/philosophies:
“Christian belief in the goodness and integrity of
the physical universe … played an incalculable part
in transforming the ancient worldview. It destroyed
the Platonic and Aristotelian idea that matter is, if
not evil, the raw material of corruption and unreality
and the source of disorder in the universe, and it also
ruled entirely out of consideration the pessimistic
views of nature that emanated from the dualistic sects
such as the Manichaeans and the Gnostics, thereby
emancipating the material reality of the universe for
serious scientific attention.”6
Defeating naturalism, but welcoming atheism into ID’s
big tent?

the ancient Stoics. One can even take an agnostic view
about the designer, treating specified complexity as a
brute unexplainable fact. Unlike scientific creationism,
intelligent design does not prejudge such questions
as Who is the designer? or How does the designer
go about designing and building things [emphasis in
original]?”10
This raises some questions. If atheists can embrace
ID, how is this defeating naturalism? If atheists can embrace
ID, why should Christian apologists use it to argue against
atheism? If belief in a rational God that created all things is
the historical foundation of science, why do ID advocates
see themselves as being scientific by being non-committal
to the existence of God? By allowing for finite intelligence
as the ultimate source of information, the ID leaders are
conceding that an ultimately non-rational world, controlled
completely by impersonal, material forces, can account for
the existence of those finite intelligences that created life
on earth. They are conceding to the reasonableness of the
naturalistic worldview. Atheistic evolutionists like Francis
Crick, Carl Sagan, and Richard Dawkins say that aliens
could have created life on another planet, which was then
transported to earth.11 Dembski would require a greater
involvement of the space aliens in the creation of life on

Phillip Johnson, William Dembski and other leaders in
the ID movement say that the strategy of ID is to attack
the assumption of naturalism in the scientific community.7
Yet, Dembski says: “The intelligent design movement is
linked both conceptually and historically to British natural
theology.” 8 As we just saw with Paley’s analogy of the stone
and the watch, the design argument can be stated in a way
that implicitly affirms the naturalistic worldview.
So we must ask, do the ID leaders
escape the problem of Paley’s design
vs Naturalistic Worldview
Christian Worldview
argument? Unfortunately not. Despite
their stated goal of undermining
naturalism, they explicitly affirm
Ultimate Reality:
the possibility of a finite god. Their
attempted neutrality on whether the
Absolute
intelligence that designed life on earth
rationality
is finite or infinite, we will see, is
Ultimate Reality:
actually a negation of the infinite view
Non-rational
of God held by Christians and is an
Origon
implicit affirmation of the naturalistic
worldview.
Finite gods
In an ode to Johnson’s leadership
Space aliens
in the ID movement, Dembski writes:
Humans
Origon
“The ID movement is a big tent and
Lower organisms
all are welcome. Even agnostics
Inanimate matter
and atheists are not in principle
excluded … . I’ve seen intelligent
Angels
design embraced by Jews, Muslims,
Demons
Hindus, Buddhists, agnostics and
Humans
even atheists.” 9 And in another book
Lower organisms
he writes:
“But the designer is also
Inanimate Matter
compatible with the watchmakerGod of the deists, the demiurge
of Plato’s Timaeus and the divine
Figure 1. Christian worldview vs naturalistic worldview [Christian-v-Naturalistic-di.jpg]
reason (i.e. logos spermatikos) of
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earth but Dembski’s big-tent view of ID is basically the same
worldview as those atheists.
Biblically, we should remember that “the God” (ton
theon—Romans 1:21), not Plato’s demiurge or the Stoic
logos, has been “clearly perceived, ever since the creation
of the world, in the things that have been made. So they are
without excuse” (Romans 1:20). If you don’t find “the God”,
an eternal, sovereign Creator, in your study of creation, then
you’re doing something wrong. In one chapter in his book
Intelligent Design, Dembski puts aside his deference to finite
gods and considers the implications for ID in terms of the
Christian worldview. In this chapter he says, quite rightly:
“Naturalism is idolatry by another name. We need at all costs
to resist naturalistic construals of logos (whether Logos with
a capital L or logos with a small l).”12 But, in that case, the
ID tent is not big enough to accept naturalistic logoi, like
Stoicism, Plato’s demiurge, and space aliens.
ID leaders define science as empiricism that excludes God
and the Bible

The ID leaders also concede to the naturalistic worldview
in terms of their definition of science. Dembski says:
“Scientific creationism’s reliance on narrowly held prior
assumptions undercuts its status as a scientific theory.
Intelligent design’s reliance on widely accepted scientific
principles, on the other hand, ensures its legitimacy as a
scientific theory.”13 He says that scientific creationism’s
narrowly held, unscientific prior assumptions include “a
Creator who originates the world and all its materials”.13 So
once again, how is ID defeating naturalism if it can explain
the universe without a Creator?
Dembski says that ID is scientific because it relies on
“widely accepted scientific principles.” Likewise, Stephen
Meyer argues for the “methodological equivalence” between
ID and naturalistic evolution.14 This simply allows sinful men
to vote to kick God out of science. The ID advocates have
chosen to sit in the seat of scoffers (Psalms 1:1) by sharing
that same contempt towards creationists that atheistic
evolutionists do. Truth is not determined by majority vote,
even a majority vote among scientists, especially in a godless
age such as ours in which the majority of the scientific
community pride themselves on their godlessness. As I’ll
explain more fully below, certain widely accepted principles
seen as inseparable from science exclude the Christian
worldview and actually undermine the possibility of science,
so these widely held principles should be rejected by all
rational, scientifically minded people.
Dembski claims that science excludes a Creator by
definition: “More than rearranging a pre-existing universe,
creation originates the universe itself. Consequently creation
lies beyond the remit of science.”15 But this is just begging
the question of naturalism, at least a methodological

naturalism. The only intelligent designer that this definition
allows into science is a finite intelligence within the
universe. Why should Dembski define science to exclude
the Creator? What if a transcendent Creator is exactly what
is needed to explain design? If so, Dembski’s definition of
science prevents scientists from offering the true explanation
for nature and prohibits them from giving God the glory
due to His name.
Likewise, Meyer writes: “ID is not based on religion,
but on scientific discoveries and our experience of cause
and effect, the basis of all scientific reasoning about the
past. Unlike creationism, ID is an inference from biological
data.”16 Meyer equates secular empiricism with science. He
is accepting a naturalistic theory of knowledge. What if
empirical knowledge of cause and effect requires the God
who speaks in the Bible? How can any Christian say that
God is not allowed to speak authoritatively on scientific
issues? God created the world. He is all-knowing. How
can any Christian say that we can ignore God if He gives
us knowledge about His creation? Johnson, Dembski, and
Meyer identify themselves as Christians. To put it bluntly,
who do they think they are to tell God to shut up and butt
out of science? A god who cannot communicate to man
about history and the material world is a “speechless idol”
(Habakkuk 2:18), not the Maker of heaven and earth “who
teaches man knowledge” (Psalms 94:10). The mute god
would be a finite god, leaving impersonal matter as an
ultimate, self-existent force in the universe; so once again
ID advocates leave us with a naturalistic worldview.
Aside from the theological problems, Dembski and
Meyer’s definition of science faces the problem that
philosophers of science have failed to establish a line of
demarcation between science and religion. Inconsistently,
Meyer argues against the naturalistic critics of ID by noting
that the attempt to find a line of demarcation between science
and religion has been a spectacular failure,14 yet he and
Dembski invoke a demarcation rule to exclude God and
the Bible.
The bankrupt epistemology of secular empiricism
The failure of the demarcation criterion between
science and religion is part of the general failure of secular
epistemology. We have seen that the ID leaders appeal to
both (at least when it is convenient), so unless they are
going to offer something better than what the best secular
philosophers have attempted, which they have not, their view
of scientific epistemology must be considered a failure as
well. The ID leaders are standing on sinking sand to rely on
bankrupt, secular epistemology to defend ID. By keeping the
sovereign God of Scripture out of science, ID leaders put
themselves in the position of denying a source of rational
unity that extends to all the particular facts of experience,
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which puts them in the indefensible epistemological position
of explaining how particular facts without unity between
them can be intelligible. A brief review of why secular
empiricism fails to provide a basis for science will highlight
the problem that the ID leaders face in their opposition to
bringing God and the Bible into science. The current status
of secular epistemology, particularly secular empiricism,
is captured by twentieth-century philosopher Bertrand
Russell’s denial that we can know anything whatsoever:
“That scientific inference requires, for its validity,
principles which experience cannot even render
probable is, I believe, an inescapable conclusion from
the logic of probability … . To ask, therefore, whether
we ‘know’ the postulates of scientific inference is not
so definite as it seems … . In the sense in which ‘no’
is the right answer we know nothing whatsoever, and
‘knowledge’ in this sense is a delusive vision. The
perplexities of philosophers are due, in a large
measure, to their unwillingness to awaken from this
blissful dream.”17
Russell came to recognize that naturalistic empiricism
provides no basis for saying that there is a world at all:
“Academic philosophers, ever since the time of
Parmenides, have believed that the world is a unity
… . The most fundamental of my intellectual beliefs
is that this is rubbish. I think the universe is all spots
and jumps, without any unity, without continuity,
without coherence or orderliness or any of the other
properties that governesses love. Indeed, there is little
but prejudice and habit to be said for the view that there
is a world at all.”18
We can go back to David Hume to understand the
reductio ad absurdum of attempts to justify causation and
scientific knowledge on the basis of naturalistic empiricism.
Hume saw that with sense impressions as the basis of all
knowledge, there is no unity to the world. Nothing can be
said to exist but the discrete moment. That a sequence of
perceptions reflects a cause-and-effect relationship between
external objects cannot be known from experience. Any
necessity that might connect external objects that are
perceived is not itself a perception, so the assumption of
cause-and-effect necessity in the interaction of external
objects is unwarranted. Abstract concepts like laws and
logic are applied by the human mind to perceptions but they
themselves are not perceptions. They all involve continuity
over time but bare experience gives us nothing but the
discrete moment. Since we have no experience of the future,
experience itself provides no basis for believing that the
future will be anything like the past. When “we form any
conclusion beyond those past instances, of which we have
had experience”, Hume says, using his theory of strict
empiricism, our reasoning has “no just foundation”.19
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Even the concept of the self is undermined by strict
empiricism since there is no one perception that lasts as long
as the self allegedly does. When he sleeps, Hume says that
he “may truly be said not to exist”.20 With no permanence
to the self, knowledge and memory of the past, including
one’s own past existence, is inconsistent with the claim
that all knowledge is through sense experience. Hume was
logically rigorous in reasoning from his assumptions, but
this led him to an absurd conclusion. On the basis of Hume’s
empiricism, we can have knowledge of neither the external
world nor our inner selves, neither the past nor the future.
Hume’s view of knowledge does not allow for laws of logic,
laws of nature, or repeatability of experiments.
Hume resorted to custom and habit as explanations for
our belief in the regularity of nature,21 but custom and
habit themselves presuppose continuity over time, and
discrete experience can provide no basis for continuity
over time.22 Hume lamented that the “cold, and strain’d, and
ridiculous” conclusions of his philosophical reasoning gave
him “philosophical melancholy and delirium”.23 A history
of secular epistemology since Hume would be instructive,
although space does not allow it.24 Nevertheless, Bertrand
Russell’s statements from the mid-twentieth century quoted
above, that there is no basis for saying that the world has
unity or even that the world exists at all, indicate that the
problems with secular empiricism that Hume uncovered
have not been overcome since then.

Part 2—an explicitly Christian theory of knowledge
The ID leaders provide no solution to the failure of secular
philosophy of knowledge. Indeed, they join themselves to
the failed epistemology of the secularists in order to gain
their favour. Even if they wanted to, ID advocates can
never conclude with the existence of the sovereign Creator
of the Bible by combining evidence for design with the
epistemology of naturalistic empiricism. The way out of
the problem is the assumption of the creationists that the ID
advocates reject: metaphysical and methodological theism,
recognizing that science is dependent on God and His
revelation, rather than trying to reason from a supposedly
theologically neutral scientific methodology. Although this
approach is a rejection of Dembski’s theological minimalism
that he calls “mere creation”, it achieves one of the goals
of his doctrine of “mere creation”, which is: “A sustained
theological investigation that connects the intelligence
inferred by intelligent design with the God of Scripture
and therewith formulates a coherent theology of nature.” 25
Hopefully this essay will further this goal of his.
The solution to the modern crises of justifying knowledge
and rationality is the Transcendental Argument for the
existence of God (or TAG) formulated by Cornelius Van Til.
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Van Til’s phrase that closely parallels
Dembski’s specified complexity is
Abstract View
Absolute View
“concrete universal” 29 (see table 1).
one and/or many
one and many eternally
originally in abstraction
Van Til argues that a concrete universal
related
(negation)
from the other
God is necessary for the possibility of
intelligible experience. This means
that the unity of experience (i.e. the
Abstract One and Many
‘universal’) and the diversity of
Abstract One
Abstract Many
one and many originally in
experience (i.e. the ‘concrete’) must be
abstraction from each
is source of all reality
is source of all reality
other, then combine
eternally related to each other. He notes:
“Every intellectual effort deals with
Figure 2. Christian vs non-Christian view of unity and diversity
facts in relations and with relations in
facts.”30 As postmodernists have put it,
all facts are interpreted facts.31 Facts unrelated to concepts and
TAG is an explicitly theistic theory of knowledge, or you
concepts without content (unrelated to particular facts) are
might call it theory of fact; therefore it applies to all facts in
both meaningless, and the two meaningless notions cannot
the world, whether stones or watches. The argument is that
combine to create knowledge. Every particular fact and
the existence of God, an absolute God who is the source of
every universal that applies to every fact are eternally related
all that exists, necessarily exists in order for knowledge to
to each other in the mind of God. Knowledge can only come
be possible. Van Til defines an absolute God, which he also
from knowledge. Human knowledge must be “receptively
calls a “concrete universal” God, as one who is the source
reconstructive” of God’s original knowledge; humans are
of both the diversity of all the particular facts of the world
not originally constructive of knowledge as the atheists
and the unity of the concepts that apply to them. Unity and
contend. 32 Humans are made in the image of God, thus our
diversity must be eternally related to each other in the mind
knowledge is a reflection of God’s knowledge, meaning
of God, because:
that human knowledge can be true but not exhaustive like
1. “An abstract diversity is chaos, which is irrational.
God’s.33
2. An abstract unity is a pure emptiness, which cannot be
The difference between Dembski and Van Til here is that
an object of thought either.
Dembski
is addressing the narrower topic of information,
3. The two irrational principles cannot be combined to
which
applies
to a watch but not a stone. Van Til is
produce a rational world, where human knowledge,
”26
addressing
the
broader
topic of intelligibility, which applies
intelligible experience, etc. are possible.
to any fact, whether a watch or a stone. However, Dembski
Compare Van Til’s approach to Dembski’s description
touches on the issue of intelligibility in his aforementioned
of Complex Specified Information (CSI):
chapter where he drops his idolatrous praises of finite gods
“(1) Chance generates contingency, but not
and sees something of the necessity of the biblical view of
complex specified information. (2) Laws … generate
God for the possibility of science. He makes this observation
neither contingency nor information, much less
that is in harmony with Van Til’s philosophy:
complex specified information. (3) … no chance-law
“God, in speaking the divine Logos, not only creates
combination is going to generate information either.
the world but also renders it intelligible … . Einstein
After all, laws can transmit only the CSI they are
claimed: ‘The most incomprehensible thing about the
given, and whatever chance gives to a law is not CSI.
world is that it is comprehensible.’ This statement, so
Ergo, chance and laws working in tandem cannot
widely regarded as a profound insight, is actually a
27
generate information.”
sad commentary on naturalism. Within naturalism
They both recognize that information cannot be the
the intelligibility of the world must always remain a
product of combining chance and law. Just as Van Til affirms
mystery. Within theism, on the other hand, anything
that knowledge must be eternal because knowledge can
only come from knowledge, Dembski affirms: “Information
Table 1. Comparison between God’s rational nature, per Van Til, and
is sui generis. Only information begets information.” 28
information, per Dembski
Therefore information must be eternal according to Dembski’s
reasoning. Information requires both order and diversity, or
Plurality
Unity
“specified complexity” as Dembski calls it, and he recognizes
Van Til
Concrete
Universal
(God)
that merely adding chance and law cannot produce specified
Dembski
Complex
Specified
(Information)
complexity.
Christian View

Non-Christian View
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other than an intelligible world would constitute a
mystery.” 34
So, despite all of my criticisms of Dembski, there is
hope for him yet.

epistemology, explaining human knowledge is not the
problem that it is in non-Christian views, of trying to
rationalize the irrational, trying to create knowledge from
the chaotic diversity of sense perceptions that have no
connection between them. All knowledge exists eternally in
the mind of the omniscient God who planned out everything
Revelational epistemology—empiricism and rationalism
under God and for science
that would happen before there was a world. Facts and their
relation to other facts are eternally determined by the mind
A Christian theory of knowledge must begin with an allof God. We can call this a revelational epistemology, in
knowing God as the source of all the facts of the universe
contrast to empiricism and rationalism.37 However, this
and the human mind’s ability to know the world that God
revelational epistemology allows for knowledge through
made.35 Human sense experience and the human mind
sense experience and reason. Empiricism cannot get beyond
are part of that picture, but not the whole picture. To treat
sense perception to knowledge of the external world because
either one or both of them as the whole picture would be
it views knowledge as ultimately beginning with sense
to make an idol out of an aspect of God’s creation. God is
perception. But because the Christian sees knowledge
the source of the whole picture, and unity and diversity are
as ultimately beginning with a lawful, rational God who
equally ultimate in God, as the orthodox doctrine of the
created and controls the world, the Christian is justified in
Trinity demands. God’s diversity, the three persons, cannot
saying that there is a lawful reality beyond our senses. Since
be denied, leaving God’s nature an abstract unity. There is
God is the origin of both rational laws and individual facts,
genuine particularity in God. Nor can God’s unity be denied
the Christian is justified in using his reasoning to apply
in favour of a polytheism of three different gods.36
universal laws to the changing world of sense experience.
Here, in the nature of God as the absolutely rational, allAssuming the existence of God, Christians have justification
knowing, ontological Trinity we have the solution to the
for the repeatability of experiments, for the uniformity of
secularist’s problem of knowledge. The Christian does not
nature, and for the abstract rules of logic and math applying
need to futilely struggle, like Einstein, to explain how an
to the changing world of sense experience. Finite intelligence
ultimately non-rational universe produced rational, finite
requires an absolute Mind in order to function.38
creatures able to gain knowledge of their world. Christianity
This view of knowledge is consistent with what scriptures
assumes knowledge from the beginning—the eternal
teach us, such as: “The fear of the Lord is the beginning
knowledge of God. On the assumption of a Christian-theistic
of knowledge” (Proverbs 1:7). It
is “in your light do we see light”
Empiricism
Rationalism
(Psalms 36:9). Rather than “hollow
and deceptive philosophy” based on
Reason-based
theory
Fact-based theory of
of
knowledge.
“the basic principles of this world”,
knowledge. All
Immutable
laws
and
the Christian is to recognize that “in
knowledge is through
concepts
are
Christ are hidden all the treasures of
sense experience.
the source of knowledge.
wisdom and knowledge” (Colossians
2:8). This knowledge cannot be limited
to spiritual and heavenly matters; it
must be comprehensive, including all
creation and all history, because God
Revelational Epistemology
is the sovereign Creator and Ruler of
all things. 39
Why science needs the Bible

Facts and reason have a common origin in God, in whom
they are eternally related, allowing fruitful contact between
the facts of human experience and the concepts of the
human mind.
God—The Epistemological Link
Between Facts and Concepts
Figure 3. Empiricism, rationalism, and revelational epistemology
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An absolute God can only speak
with absolute authority and, as
absolute, that authority must extend
to all areas of life, including science.
An absolute Bible is entailed by an
absolute God. The Bible must be
regarded as absolutely trustworthy
when it intends to speak literally about
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physical features of the world and the events of history.
Of course, humans can distort God’s message but there
is no necessity to it when God has absolute rule over His
creatures. And this is not to deny that the Bible can use
figurative language and common jargon in the culture that
is not meant to be scientifically accurate. If the ID advocates
want to argue that Genesis 1 is meant by its author to be a
poetic depiction of atemporal truths rather than a literal
record of creation, that’s another issue, although I disagree
with them.40 The leading ID advocates that I quoted don’t
want the Bible to speak with any authority on scientific
matters, regardless of whether the Bible teaches a young
earth or if it allows for billions of years. Since God knows
more than any human can ever know, being the source of all
knowledge and all facts, scientists are rationally obligated
to fit observations to conform to the teachings of Scripture.
Therefore, if the Bible teaches that God created the world in
six literal days about six thousand years ago, ID advocates
and all other scientists are rationally and morally obligated
to conduct their scientific investigation controlled by that
assumption.
Additionally in support of biblical authority in science,
since man has rebelled against God, and God rules over all
things, then rebellion against God will manifest itself in
all areas of life, including science. Romans 1 says that all
men “by their unrighteousness suppress the truth” (Romans
1:18) and that truth specifically includes that nature reveals
an eternal Creator. Therefore we would expect that God’s
redemptive revelation, the Bible, would give us information
to correct the sinful reasoning of men about creation and
God’s role in it. The doctrine of human depravity is not a
denial that non-Christians can observe their world and gain
all sorts of knowledge about it, often better than Christians.
But their God-suppressing mindset leads them to distort
their interpretation of what they see in varying degrees,
especially when they are aware that an issue involves the
existence of God and His demand that they submit to Him.
They invent theories with the intent to exclude God, like
naturalistic evolution; and then in their isolated focus on that
theory, they pretend that they are doing religiously neutral
scientific investigation.
Since we humans are finite and our minds are corrupted
by sin, we would benefit from clear, written information
about the origin of the world that an all-knowing God might
be gracious enough to tell us. Ignoring God’s Word is not
a religiously neutral position to take. God doesn’t like it
(Matthew 7:21–27; Luke 6:46–49). And specifically, to
ignore the information given in God’s redemptive revelation,
the Bible, is to implicitly reject the Fall and its noetic effects
on man.
Van Til points out that even before the Fall, God saw
it necessary to give man special revelation to properly

understand the world.41 Man was never intended to interpret
nature apart from special revelation. If even before the Fall
man needed special revelation to properly understand the
world, how much more after the Fall, when man’s sinful
mind suppresses the knowledge of God. Man needs his
presuppositions corrected by the special revelation of God.
As Calvin famously put it:
“For as the aged, or those whose sight is defective,
when any book, however fair, is set before them,
though they perceive that there is something written
are scarcely able to make out two consecutive words,
but, when aided by glasses, begin to read distinctly, so
Scripture, gathering together the impressions of Deity,
which, till then, lay confused in our minds, dissipates
the darkness, and shows us the true God clearly.”42
The ID advocates protest that they don’t need an eye
doctor to give them a glasses prescription, and even atheist
scientists only need a slight refocus, but they certainly don’t
need a prescription for those nerdy Bible glasses. But they
are as self-deceived as the Pharisees (Matthew 9:12). Natural
theologians are mistaken to appeal to the ‘book of nature’
and ‘book of Scripture’ as independent and equal sources
of knowledge.

Conclusion
In summary, to be true to science and Scripture, ID
advocates ought to recognize the necessity of the biblical
God for the possibility of any scientific knowledge, whether
that is of complex designs in nature or the stone that stubs
their toe in a field. They need to recognize that unbelieving
scientists can only gain scientific knowledge because, despite
what they claim, there is a God who created them and their
world, and the unbeliever is acting inconsistently with what
his worldview allows when he pursues scientific knowledge.
Redemption in Christ is redemption unto true knowledge of
God and God’s world. Christ redeems creation by redeeming
human beings to think God’s thoughts after Him in respect
to His creation. The resurrection of Christ is the resurrection
of science—under Christ’s lordship, like everything else in
heaven and earth. Our message to non-Christian scientists
must be the following, as stated by Van Til:
“The non-Christian scientist must be told that he
is dealing with facts that belong to God. He must
be told this, not merely in the interest of religion
in the narrower sense of the term. He must be told
this in the interest of science too, and of culture in
general. He must be told that there would be no facts
distinguishable from one another unless God had
made them and made them thus. He must be told that
no hypothesis would have any relevance or bearing
on these same facts, except for the providence of God.
He must be told that his own mind, with its principles
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of order, depends upon his being made in the image
of God. And then he must be told that if it were not
for God’s common grace he would go the full length
of the principle of evil within him … . ‘Will you not
then repent in order to serve and worship the Creator
more than the creature?’”43
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